ARE YOU A TEAM PLAYER?
We are looking for a system developer

ABOUT US
We are not like other asset managers. Not only are we unique in Stockholm with our quantitative
and systematic investment management approach, but we are also at the forefront of the industry
globally. Innovation has been part of our DNA since we started in 1999. At Lynx, we have managed
to create a workplace where academic methods and a relentless focus on results are nourished by a
friendly, collegial culture. The wellbeing of our employees is very important to us as they are the ones
who make us successful. Lynx actively strives towards being an inclusive workplace and we see diversity as a prerequisite for future success.

POSITION SUMMARY

WHO WE LOOK FOR

In the role as a system developer, you will be
a part of the group responsible for data extraction, transformation, persistence and distribution. The group integrates a growing number
of external data vendors providing anything
from granular exchange traded data and macroeconomic time series to alternative data with
niche usage scenarios.
The development of information systems plays
an increasingly important role in maintaining
competitiveness in an industry strongly dependent on data. You will collaborate with other
system developers at Lynx as well with analysts
on the investment side to ensure that the investment models receive the appropriate data in a
timely manner. Together with the group you will
be responsible for the maintenance, continual
development of the existing systems as well as
deployment and monitoring of systems.

To succeed in the role as system developer at
Lynx Asset Management we believe that you
should either have a secondary education in a
relevant field and at least two years of experience or at least five years of experience in system development. Ideally, you have previously
dealt with large-scale data systems and flows.
Previous experience in .NET, Kubernetes and
software containerization and familiarity with
Azure DevOps are desirable. We likewise see
any experience with cloud services such as AWS
and Azure as a bonus.
While the technical competence is important,
to succeed at Lynx Asset Management we also
believe that you should share our values in being
service minded, attentive and conscientious. Our
goal is to be humble while striving for success.

APPLICATION
For this recruitment we are collaborating with Wise IT.
Please provide your curriculum vitae and personal letter via the link
https://www.wiseit.se/lediga-tjanster/2104755-system-developer-to-lynx-asset-management-ab/.
Should you have any questions, you are always welcome to contact recruiting consultant Jesper
Nyström via email: jesper.nystrom@wiseit.se or by phone: 076-199 33 72. We process applications as
they arrive and the position will be filled once we have found the right candidate. Please submit your
application as soon as possible to give us a chance to talk to you.
We look forward to seeing your application!

